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Introduction

The emphasis between theoretical, global and regional geography, proportion from research to publication has changed several times during the history of Hungarian geography. Certain scholars of Hungarian geography (geo-philosophers, and some theorists) were explicitly attached to theoretical issues of geographic science, yet the majority of geographers advantaged the concrete territorial descriptions and analysis.

The regional approach appeared in the Hungarian geography much earlier than the demand on clarification of the theoretic issues of landscape. The first attempt to divide the country into macro landscapes was carried out in the first half of the 1500’s. From this time on the geographic science formulated a demand to analyse the internal structure of the country within the frameworks of public administration or in the framework of some other way delimited geographic macro-regions. The administrative space enjoyed for centuries a favoured role, yet the demand for analyses based on the macro regional delimitation was always represented too.

On general level the issues of landscape have already been present in Hungarian geographic science (the formulation of concepts, categories, border marking theories etc.), but Hungarian geographic science – concerning the territorial research of Hungary – has achieved the greatest results mostly in the fields of analytical landscape research, and evaluation.

All these issues have been formulated in special historical and politically determined periods (before 1918, 1918–1920, 1920–1938, 1938–1945, 1945–1948). Significant changes have taken places not only within these periods but also formulated the opinion of the general public in wider sense, and were present in public education and school textbooks as well.

The problem how to call the area bordered by the Alps, the Carpathians, the Dinári mountains in cartography and geography was not merely an issue of terminology. Different names were in use for this territorial unit both in different periods and simultaneously. (Hungarian Basin, Pannon Basin, Central Danubian Basin, Danubian Basin, Carpath Basin, Carpathian Basin etc.). The names were reflecting some kind of spatial community sense, a general responsibility and attitude as well. This is the reason why both in international and Hungarian geographic science the notion and synthesis category of ‘Carpathian Basin’ was introduced with great difficulty only. The Hungarian naming process was also influenced by German, Italian, Russian, English and French spatial orientations and naming practices.
1 The „Carpathian Basin” issue in Hungarian geographical science

After the settlement of the ‘magyars’ in year 895 the shaping Hungarian geographical mind and spatial orientation was a rather long process. It was mostly small landscapes and partly medium landscapes reflecting in their names their relationship to Danube and Tisza rivers that were recognised and named as independent units by the general public. For a long time the names of macro landscapes and the country’s natural environment were shaped by scientific mapping and naming practices.

The notion of ‘Carpathian Basin’ is a result of a long evolution process both in the history of international and Hungarian geographic science. The ‘sensing’ of the Carpathians and river Danube appeared in a natural way at an early time in the European geographical mind (Hungary’s territory was almost always covered by comprehensive European geographic analyses, and since the 18th century several cartographers were carrying out country assessments) and at the same time in Hungarian name catasters the rather the country’s ‘valley’ than basin features were emphasized for a long time. This ‘valley approach’ mostly resulted from the Danube’s natural geographical role and predominance in Hungarian geographical mind. This general ‘valley-oriented approach’ may be the explanation for the fact that both international and Hungarian maps showed the territory of Hungary stretched in Northwest-Southeast bound direction.

The fact that Hungary belongs to the Danube water catchment area (Danube Valley) was recognised by the Hungarian geographical science at a relatively early period (Figure 1). In the German Danube and spatial approach the territory of Hungary was represented as a part of the Central Danubian Basin.

The Austrian historical and political approach often referred to the Habsburg Empire and later to the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy from 1867 as „Danube Monarchy”.

Figure 1

*Hidrological and morphological structure of Danube Valley*
During the 19th and 20th centuries after the “inside members of the Carpathian Basin” (Germans, Hungarians, Slovaks, Romanians, Serbs etc.) the “external nations” (English, French, Russians, Italians etc.) also formed their opinion on the naming of the geographic space during the marking and naming of geographic territories in the natural geographical division of Europe. We can see here a special ‘naming competition’ which cannot be considered as a unique or peculiar phenomenon through the area in wider sense.

In the second half of the 19th century the notion ‘Central Danube Basin’ was acknowledged in hydrological research only, the country’s geographical macro-space was rather referred to as ‘Hungarian Basin’. In archaeology and history the notion ‘Pannon Basin’ was also in use. The name of ‘Carpathian Basin’ was used by foreigners only.

After the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries the majority of Hungarian geographical papers, textbooks and maps labelled the area as ‘Hungarian Basin’. Between World War I and II both scientific literature and education used mostly the notion of ‘Hungarian Basin’ but the terms ‘Carpat or Carpathian Basin’ were also present in the wider public.

Béla Bulla in 1940 clearly pointed out that geographical names were not merely names but they represented ideas as well: ‘Foreign literature tends to hide the original right of Magyars for this area by naming it Danube Basin instead of Hungarian Basin – though its geographic unity should be regarded as evidence.’ (Bulla, B. 1940, p. 3.)

In 1941-ben a scientific journal was founded under the title “Kárpát-medence” (Carpathian Basin) regarding the popularization of the notion and the area’s scientific analysis its prime mission. The names (Carpathian Basin, Hungarian Basin) started to be synonyms in fact.

The Carpathian Basin was represented as an orographical, hydrological area on the majority of maps. The orographical and hydrological elements were the very parts of natural geography through which were the most suitable elements for the demonstration and verification of the theory of Carpathian Basin as a whole natural unit (Figure 2).

The notion of Carpathian Basin was ‘introduced’ by the monography of Bulla, B.–Mendöl, T. in 1947 as a geographical name in Hungary with almost an exclusive character. “Carpathian Basin is the smallest natural geographical unit that fully covers the territory of Hungary with its neighbour states” (Bulla, B.–Mendöl, T. 1947, p. VI) – this was the authors’ explanation why they replaced the ‘Hungarian Basin’ term with the ‘international’ one.

Debates on the definition of basin and its natural geographical division still exist (Hevesi, A. 2003) in Hungarian geographical science but today they have ‘strictly’ scientific character only.
Figure 2

Orographical structure of historical Hungary and Carpathian Basin, 1921
2 The historic features of the territorial development of the Hungarian state

It can be stated as a general historical feature of Central Europe that it’s the major features of its political territorial development were the fundamental changes in its political power zones and state borders (Figure 3). Almost every parts of the area were subordinated to several state formations. The territories of state in this large area were flexible from historical point of view.

Stability and instability were both present during the long-term development of the Hungarian state. Between the settlement of the Magyars in 895 and year 1526 Hungarian political power space was undergoing an expansive period and showed the features of an empire. Between 1526–1686 the central core of the Hungarian state was ruled by the Turkish Empire. The Royal Hungary could preserve its legal continuity only on a small area. Transylvania – under the supervision of the Turkish Empire – was starting to build an autonomous state.

The historic development of the Hungarian state had fundamental role and outcomes in the formation of the Hungarian spatial approach. During the marking of the border of certain geographical areas the existing at that time political, territorial systems (e.g. Transylvania, Slavonia, Croatia etc.) and macroregional identities (Transylvanism) always had to be taken into account.

During the history of the Hungarian state, in the definition of the country’s internal macro structure, historical, political, public law, natural geographical etc. elements were equally taken into account and when dividing the county into different landscapes the final outcome was always different. For a long time the elements of historical-public law and public administration were dominating the approaches to the elements of the Hungarian state. The aspects of natural geography in the division of Hungarian landscapes had a marginal, ‘to be discussed by scientists’ role only.

When studying the interrelationship of the territorial units of the Hungarian state with natural geography, since the 18th century it was gradually recognised that Hungary and the Carpathian Basin form a kind of organic unit. The concept of Hungary’s natural geographical integration was established by a generation of geographers.

The change in the territory of the state was extremely radical in the 20th century (Figure 4). This was the age, when territorial structures were transformed by the process of global modernisation at a relatively fast speed, and when the modern geographical concept of landscapes and space was established and evolving. These large-scale transformations in the 20th century were great challenges for the theoretical, research, individual and scientific levels of Hungarian geography.
Figure 3

Stability of state boundaries in Central Europe

Source: Rónai, A. ed. 1940.
Figure 4

Changing of state boundaries of Hungary in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century

Key: 1 – Boundary in 1918; 2 – Boundary after 1920; 3 – Territorial increasing in 1938; 4 – Territorial increasing in 1939; 5 – Territorial increasing in 1940; 6 – territorial increasing in 1941; 7 – Territorial decreasing in 1947.

During the changes in the territory of state in the 20th century the fundamental concepts on the basic natural features of Hungary were also in a constant change: 1918 – basin-state, 1920–1937 basin-bottom state, 1938–1941 a partial-basin state “growing out” from the basin-bottom situation, after 1945 basin-bottom state again. The way, how to adapt to the changing demands of the changing borders and what territorial configuration is the best suited to the landscape structure of the current territory of state, were the fundamental issues of geographical science (Hajdú, Z–Hajdú, Zs. 1997).

3 The shaping of the Hungarian landscape approach in the last third of the 19th century

The notion of „táj” (landscape, Landschaft) was not shaped first by geographic science but rather by the public opinion in Hungary. According to Hungarian linguistic and etymological research the expression of „landscape” belongs to the most ancient (Ugrian) layer of Hungarian language, it was first used in written form in a document by 1435.

The Hungarian political, historical and geographical literature (Oláh, M. 1536/1985) evolving by the 16th century described this natural unit considered as unique, particular and characteristic not only by this category, but several other expressions like tract, area, neighbourhood, rural area, region etc., yet without clear conceptual or volume distinction between the notions and categories.

Szepsi Csombor Márton who travelled to most parts of Europe, tried to explain the continent’s peculiar natural and environmental categories in Hungarian language on the basis of direct natural approach (Szepsi Csombor, M. 1620).

In the 18th century state theoretical elaboration became the dominating field of Hungarian geographic science. Natural geographic description was also present in these works but the primary spatial framework of geographic research became the administrative units. The authors described the territorial structure of the counties and they did not attach great importance to the issue of natural geographic units (Bél, M. 1735, 1792a, 1792b; Szászky Tomka, J. 1777; Szaller, Gy. 1796).

The landscape poetry in the 19th century (Sándor Petőfi and János Arany) apprehended the natural, social and economic features of Hungarian landscapes (especially Alföld) in several aspects earlier than geographic science. The aesthetic quality of Hungarian landscape, the issue of the soul and character of landscape was first addressed by Hungarian poetry. The landscape poesy played a significant role in the evolution of the landscape identity. In the case of the Great Hungarian
Plain we can even talk about some macro-regional identity, which actually surpasses the scale of Hungarian counties.

The category of „régió” (region) was historically used by Hungarian Latin (which the official language in Hungary until 1844). The notion of region first appeared in written Hungarian text in 1806, and from than on it was used in the everyday language too, yet with a different content. By the 19th century the notion was not yet filled with political content.

At the beginning of the 1860’s The Hungarian Academy of Sciences considered as its preliminary task to prepare and publish the fundamental works of different disciplines in Hungarian language. János Hunfalvy (1820–1888) was assigned by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences to write a monograph entitled „The natural circumstances of the Hungarian Empire” which was published by the Academy in three parts as the basic manual of Hungarian geographic science. (Hunfalvy had his basic education in law, and he was strongly interested in history, economy, social, ethnic and political sciences yet is natural scientific and within this field natural geographic knowledge was rather poor.)

Finally Hunfalvy completed the monograph summing up the history and findings of the geographic research on Hungary. Hunfalvy comprehensively pointed out that besides the Hungarians, Germans, English and the French have contributed to the know-how on the country.

Hunfalvy grants an important role to the scientific activity of the French Beudant, F. S. (1787–1852). Beudant made in 1818 a nine-month scientific study trip in Hungary. In his three volume work he was among the first to make an attempt to draw the geological map of Hungary and to assort the Hungarian mountains (Beudant, F. S. 1822). The monograph of Beudant is a very important work also from the aspect that it contributed to the creation of the professional terminology of Hungarian geography. Alongside his work the terms like relief and plateau have been naturalised in Hungarian. Hunfalvy considered the monograph by Beudant as the closing of the epoch: „His work finishes in some respects the first epoch in terms of the development of Hungarian geology.” (Hunfalvy, J. 1863, I. pp. 25–26.)

The approach of the monograph by Hunfalvy was in comparison with the previous more up to date, yet it was marked by the characteristic feature of the era that a synthesis was written without a serious preparatory work. Hunfalvy considered as the most important result of the work, that the geographic data of certain settlements were listed pages long.

For Hunfalvy: „the Hungarian Empire was in terms of its general natural circumstances a geographic unity with a clearly expressed character; i.e. its borders are with some exceptions natural borders, delimited by mountains and rivers” (Hunfalvy, J. 1863, p. 112). Hunfalvy treated the proper natural geographic unity
of Hungary in all of his geographic analyses as evidence, it was only varied based on the newer research results or with some new aspects.

For Hunfalvy it was a problem, how to elaborate the internal landscape delimitation based on the previously declared natural geographic unity of the country and how to formulate its scientific foundations. In the course of the description of the terrain and especially of the mountains instead of the genetic principle he focused on the coexistence of certain formations.

Hunfalvy often used the term landscape, region and main landscape in his descriptions on natural circumstances but without defining their systematic content as scientific categories. His approach was determined by the Hungarian Empire as one natural unit and in comparison to this the internal configuration was rather an inferior issue.

Hungarian geographic science was institutionalised by the beginning of the 1870’s (establishment of University department, foundation of the Hungarian Geographic Society, the publication of first scientific geographical periodical – Földrajzi Közlemények) and became a modern discipline. The dominating personality of geography was until his death Hunfalvy, going in for geographic science in the spirit of Ritter, Carl. In the last third of the century Hungarian geography can be defined as encyclopaedic, comparative, historic discipline.

Hunfalvy continuously followed new theories, changing concepts and tendencies in international geographical science. Almost every year, in the ‘Földrajzi Közlemények’ journal, he summarized the latest research results of international geography. In his summaries he always called the reader’s attention for the most discussed points, for the reasons of different approaches and opinions. He almost always discussed landscape research issues.

The image of Hunfalvy as a man and professor in geographical science remained positive even after his death, but his favoured geographical approach was going out of use from the mainstream of geographical science at a relatively short time. After Hunfalvy’s death new processes, discussions and trends were starting in Hungarian geography.

The ‘Földrajzi Közlemények’ focused ever since its first publication in 1873 until the end of the 19th century on the geographic issues of the country, yet even the larger regions appeared as the topic of comprehensive analyses only from time to time. The settlements and the micro regions were not subject to natural geographic but rather social analyses (Mendöl, T. 1947).
4 The trends during the turn of the 19–20th century

After Hunfalvy’s death Lajos Lóczy (1849–1920) a geologist, became the professor of geography at the Budapest University, who had dominating role in Hungarian Geographic Society as well. Lóczy was a founder of natural geographic oriented geography in Hungary. Lóczy introduced Richthofen’s theoretical approach into Hungarian geographical science. (When Richthofen died Lóczy was offered a professor’s position at the University of Berlin as a professor of the department of geography but he refused to receive it.)

In Hungarian geography – just like in other countries – strong debates and oppositions were forming about the approach and objectives of geographical science especially between natural and geographers. At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries natural geography had strategic positions in Hungarian geographic science.

Lóczy summarized his thoughts on landscape in a thesis saying a landscape is not merely a geological phenomenon but the current form of a landscape originates from the many million years’ history of the Earth, the formation processes of a landscape may be understood only by applying geological research methods. Lóczy did not exclude directly the role of man and social processes from the concept of landscape but attached marginal importance to these factors (Lóczy Lóczy, L. ed. 1918).

The research of the Great Plain and Lake Balaton was carried out by the Hungarian Geographic Society in two separate scientific committees and was involving significant scientific force. The research of Lake Balaton was initiated by Lóczy in 1891 and was carried out under his professional supervision. The results of the research were published in 32 volumes. Therefore Lake Balaton became one of the scientifically most explored topics.

In 1905-ben Hungary’s second department of geography was established in Kolozsvár (Cluj-Napoca), opened by Cholnoky, Jenő (1870 – 1950). Cholnoky had a university degree of hydrological engineering and started his researches in natural geography in Hungary with an engineer’s preciseness.

At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries the issues of the interactivity of political space and natural landscape structure were the most exciting areas of research for Cholnoky. During his activity from 1911 was dealing several times with the problems of durable and stable state formations and natural geographic environment. Cholnoky denied the similarity of his theories to ‘historical materialism’, but he clearly expressed the idea of geographical determinism in his works and established the interdependent interrelationship of the Hungarian Basin with the Hungarian state (Cholnoky, J. 1911).

His marking the borders of Hungary’s natural geographical basic structures and natural macro landscapes was based on geological fundaments and the morpho-
logical elements of physical surface. Cholnoky considered the marking of territo-
rial borders important but in his opinion it could never have an exclusive and ab-
solute character.

The unique atmosphere of the turn of the 19th and 20th century encouraged the
Hungarian geography to reckon and to reconsider the past era. Géza Czibusz
(1853–1920) published his work on Hungary’s Geography (Czirbusz, G. 1902)
with the intention to surpass Hunfalvy’s completely outdated summary. Czirbusz
applied the category of landscape in several different contexts (large landscapes of
Europe, the dunes landscape along the Danube, landscape with short grass etc.),
yet he has never elaborated the essential elements and systematic content of the
category. The landscape remained for Czirbusz an open category as regards its
internal content.

Czirbusz defined the geographical macro-structures of Hungary on genetic
foundations. He strongly relied on the work of Suess, E. and Penck, A. Czirbusz
believed that the main courses of the geologic structure of the country can only be
defined and understood in the wider, at least European scale context.

Czirbusz elaborated the internal territorial structures based on natural geo-
graphic large landscapes. In the course of the elaboration he defined the hierarchi-
cal relationships of landscapes: he divided the large landscape of the Small Plain
into micro landscapes, which were preliminarily bordered by streams. The identi-
fication of the micro landscapes preliminarily focused on their relationship to the
large geographic regions and their topographical location. The second aspect of
analysis was the structure of the surface of the micro landscape. In the course of
the description of the character of the micro landscape the „scenic view” appeared.
Czirbusz has drawn a kind of development process of the micro regions and ana-
lysed the human interventions (e.g. the river control) and evaluated the economic
usefulness (wheat production and grazing). The last element of the portrait was the
description of the settlement structure.

Czirbusz introduced and analysed the Great Plain in his work entitled „Reclus
Nouvelle geographie de l’Europe central”. This is an important aspect, since as
already Hunfalvy admitted it, in the geographic exploration and description of the
Hungarian land. Besides the German also the French and English geographic sci-
ence played an important role in his work. Czirbusz – resulting from his French
and German education – was strongly bound to both the French and German geog-
raphy. He was familiar with both great national geographic sciences and partially
adapted their results, yet some other approaches of them he also argued. Czirbusz
played a significant role in dissemination of the results of the French (Reclus) and
German (Ratzel) geography in Hungary.

In the course of the analysis of the internal structures of the Great Plain Czir-
busz formulated that the geographic division of the soil „lends some characteristics
to the different soils of the Great Plain…” and he talked within the territory of the Great Plain about „seven main landscapes”. The expression of the conscious understanding of his own significance was that Czirbusz attributed the delimitation of the seven „main landscapes” of the Great Plain „which is completely new in our geography” to himself. The so-called „main landscape” was actually applied functionally as a medium size region within the large region.

While Czirbusz operated and analysed in the course of his natural geographic analysis more or less consequently with the system of landscapes and regions, in the social geographic part he chose as the framework of the chorographia a quite peculiar (partially natural geographic and partially public administrative) solution. He divided the country into two macro regions (the first was the ring of Carpathians: the historical Upper-Northern Hungary, Transylvania, South Hungary, Central Hungary and the second the Hilly Landscape of the Danube, i.e.: Small Plain, Great Plain, Croatia). Within these two macro regions he applied merely the public administrative division (counties, towns) as the framework of the analysis.

Czirbusz had an important role in the history of Hungarian geography from theoretical aspects as well. In his book on the history and philosophy of geography (Czirbusz, G. 1912) introduced the most important historical processes of the development of international geographical science, the fundamental interrelations of the sharp debates of his age. Czirbusz denied both geographical determinism and geographical nihilism, and sharply committed himself to geographical possibilism.

In 1906 Hungary’s first big scientific atlas was published, in which the European overview map page labelled the area as ‘Hungarian Plain’, without using the term ‘Carpathian Basin’. Even within the territory of Hungary every landscape bears the expression ‘Magyar’ ( Hungarian) in it (Kis-Magyar Alföld [Small Hungarian Plain], Nagy-Magyar Alföld [Great Hungarian Plain] etc.)

The use of names on the school wall maps of Europe published at the turn of the 19th and 20th were similar. Neither school atlases used the Carpathian Basin term. The forced giving Hungarian names to ‘pure’ natural geographical formations was a dominating trend both in science and education at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries.

Since the beginning of the 1900’s – besides the impact of Ratzel – the influence of the French and English landscape geography was rapidly increasing in the Hungarian geography. Reclus, Brunhes and Vidal de la Blache became indirect actors of Hungarian geographic debates. The great work of Reclus (The Earth) was published in Hungarian language. Bunches rather impacted the human geography and the outset of the process in Hungarian geography in which the term of landscape received a social character (too). (Brunhes’ work entitled “La Géographie humaine” was translated into Hungarian language, but due to the lack of financial resources it was never published).
Gyula Prinz (1881–1973) started his career as a geologist, and was mainly dealing with the problems of the internal mass of the Carpathian Basin. His spatial approach was primarily based on geology but in all other fields he wanted to examine processes and spatial structures in a cause-outcome model.

Until 1914 Prinz based the analysis of Hungary’s natural geographic structures not on morphologic unit system instead of landscape a landscape structure. The morphologic units he defined were passing over administrative boundaries and even over state borders. In his analysis Prinz used the notion of landscape and directly proclaimed that landscape cannot be a subjective category but should be defined and treated as an objective geographical spatial category and geographical science should explore the system of landscapes with scientific precision (Prinz, Gy. 1914).

In 1918 Prinz was appointed a professor at the geographical department of the newly opened University of Pozsony (Bratislava). After the cataclysm of World War I he started to study the interrelationship between the country’s natural and political system. He treated the country as a physical-natural and the state as a power-political unit.

The scientific role of Pál Teleki (1879–1941) was determining in the development of the Hungarian landscape theory. Teleki first studied and adapted the outcomes of the German landscape geography: “I understand the term of landscape what is described by the German expression „Landschaft”. It is not a generic term but the notion of an organic, superior unit of life. This unit of life is practically the parts of the surface of the earth, the environment of human” (Teleki, P. 1917a, p.17.)

Besides the German geographic science Teleki continuously studied the English natural regionalisation attempts. He valued the efforts of Herbertson, Dyer, Taylor, Unsted to identify the natural regions of the world and to typify the natural regions. He followed with criticism the appearance of Hungary in the different global regionalisation attempts.

The third scientific orientation basis of Teleki was the work of Vidal de la Blache. Teleki „was jealous of” the French landscape geography describing the French landscapes, regions in a monograph series and held the French landscape approach up for the Hungarian geographic science. In 1916 Teleki founded a large sum of grant for initiating French model landscape geography research in Hungary and for the preparation and publication of landscape monographs instead of county monographs (Ferenc Fodor with his paper titled ‘The landscape geography of Szörénység” was the winner of this grant, but due to financial reasons, it could only be published in year 1930.)

Teleki rendered the Hungarian geography a great service by writing his work entitled „The history of geographic thought” (Teleki, P. 1917b). In this work
Teleki introduced the history of the geographic idea and science from the very beginnings until the centenary, the backgrounds of scientific debates the outcomes of turning points and he has drawn the final theoretic conclusion that a modern geography can not be anything else but landscape geography. He elaborated and considered the landscape as the most important and at the same time individual scientific category of geography.

Before 1918:

- the category of landscape maintained its terminological dominance yet the term of region was integrated in the approach of Hungarian geography too. The problems of landscapes and the country’s territorial division and analysis were mostly scientific issues for geography but also everybody was aware of the fact that within the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and the multi-ethnic territory of Hungary any border marking actions were necessarily having political impacts as well,
- the notion of landscape had cross-sectoral and analytical meanings in Hungarian geography, as it had physical, natural, nature geographical, economic, political, agricultural, demographical etc. sub-headings but on the other hand, it also had synthetical and grouping functions as well,
- a geographical deterministic approach to the organic unit and integration of the Hungarian Basin with Hungary had already evolved, which was standing on the assumption that nature geographical unity will automatically create political unity as well.

5 The lost war – geographical science – landscape theory (1918–1920)

In the autumn of 1918 Teleki founded the Hungarian Peace Preparation Office serving as a scientific workshop for the preparation of the Trianon Peace Talks. Never before had been such comprehensive and intensive researches been carried out on Hungary’s geographical structures (Edvi Illés, A.–Halász, A. eds. 1921; Bátky, Zs.–Kogutowicz, K. eds. 1921) as during this short period. This was the time when Hungarian geographical science was formulated into its full integrity, a fundamental change had taken place in the orientation of human landscape theory (the so far dominating German orientation was replaced by English and French), the features of the country’s landscape system was explored and the borders of landscapes were marked in their totality.
As a result of researches the geographical and hydrological systems were defined as fundamental elements in the country’s natural landscape system. Hungary was defined as a country with perfect basin features, where every life signs of the basin were tending to mark Budapest as a center.

Some other geographers were on the opinion that Budapest was not completely fitting into the geographic area marked or suggested by natural borders (Figure 5). Also an idea was formulated that the Trianon Peace Treaty should not reduce the size of the country, but on the contrary, it should increase it up to the size reaching its natural borders. This theory was completely neglecting the realities of the current international political situation at that time.

Figure 5

*Natural boundaries of historical Hungary according to*

Key: 1 – Political boundaries; 2 – Natural boundaries; 3 – Danube water basin.
Source: Kogutowicz, K. 1921.
As a result of a wide-scale cooperation the country’s first map of landscape structure was published (Figure 6). The order of landscapes followed a hierarchic model (macro landscape, medium landscape) but there were no structures where the configuration of landscapes could fill up the whole space available. There were large differences between the geographical content and determination of the marked and labelled landscapes.

In the autumn of 1918 – in the shadow of the lost war – the determining personalities of Hungarian geography appealed to the geographic societies of the world – on behalf of the Hungarian Geographic Society – with a proclamation in order to protect the territory of the historical Hungary (Anon. 1918). This proclamation played a very important role in the Hungarian geography, for several reasons:

• The whole of Hungarian geography committed itself to the approach, that the new geographic science is nothing else but „the anatomy of the uniform and organic surface of the earth”;
• The geography is not only an synthetic disciple but the synthetic science of the spaces in the earth, and therefore its achievements must be considered in the preparatory phase of peace treaties and especially in the course of drawing state borders,
• The Hungarian geography mentioned the results of German geographic science too, but it argued for the maintenance of the unity of the country with citations taken from the representatives of geographic science of the winner states.

They proved with quotations from Reclus and Brigham that the excellent representatives of the French and Anglo-Saxon geography emphasised in their analyses the beautiful natural geographic unity of Hungary, i.e. Hungary is a real morphological, geological, tectonic and orographic unit. Climate regions vary internal circumstances of the Carpathian Basin.

It was argued with quotations from Vidal de la Blache that a geographical personality develops not only as a result of geological and climate regions but human and the human society play also significant role in this process. The human produces, creates during centuries the individualism of the landscape. The individualism of the Carpathian Basin was shaped by the thousand year activity of the Hungarians, Magyars and as a result it became a specific Hungarian landscape.

The proclamation formulated and analysed the natural landscapes of Hungary and the large economic region based on the natural unity with the French geographic approach. The proclamation used synonymously the term „natural landscape” previously adapted by Hungarian geography and the new term of „natural region”. (From than on this issue has been a topic of the „landscape-
Figure 6

Names of landscapes of historical Hungary

Key: 1 – Boundary of historical Hungary; 2 – Boundary of macro regions; 3 – Boundary of meso regions.

Source: Strömpl, G., 1921.
region” debate.) The historical Hungary was described as divided into 10 regions. In the course of the characterisation of the natural regions besides natural geographic structures economic and social geographic issues were elaborated.

The authors of the proclamation surpassed the mere delimitation of the natural regions when they proclaimed: „The natural regions of Hungary live today a common superior economic life…” Destroying this natural and economic life unit would be disadvantageous in every sphere of life, they argued.

The community of the Hungarian regions is able to an autarchic economic life. The regions border each other in wider or narrower zones, i.e. not by strict borderline. These intermediate, transitional zones are extremely important since a significant part of Hungarian towns was established in these market zones. „The clear geographic landscapes are settled by more homogenous population” while the market zones are territories with the ethnically most mixed population. The territorial demands by different nations cover these market zones. Yet to divide the country based on these national demands would be economically damaging for everyone concerned but especially for the Hungarians.

The authors of the communiqué consistently deduced the political consequences of the nationality principle and concluded that based on the nationality principle the territory of the historical Hungary could have been divided into 34 parts.

The communiqué provided for the natural, social and political geographic synthesis of the historical Hungary. In this synthesis the order of traditional Hungarian terminology (natural landscape, political landscape) was combined with a high number of notional and terminological elements of the French region theory.

The geographical research on the proper or partial analysis of the micro landscapes had to face the issue of macro, meso landscape division issues of the country, since it was only in the rarest case possible to integrate the investigated micro landscape into the unified landscape hierarchy. In these cases the delimitation based on the „ordinary and historical jargons” were considered as relevant (Bátky, Zs. 1918).

Bátky considered the Csallóköz covering an area of 1800 square kilometres as the structurally and physiognomically independent part of the Pozsony (Bratislava) Basin. Bátky understood that the landscape delimitation of the Csallóköz landscape, which is up to a high extent determined and dominated by natural rivers can not be properly delimited merely based on the rivers. Bátky was sorry to point out that the proper landscape theoretical elaboration of the country’s parts has never happened and therefore there is no model to follow by the analyses of the micro landscapes. However Hungarian geography requires human geographic type of micro landscape elaboration since in the human geographic analysis the human and the physical elements are bound to each other.
A summarizing evaluation on Hungary edited by Lajos Lóczy was published in 1918. The publication of this book was initiated by the Hungarian Geographic Society at an earlier time (Lóczy Lóczy, L. ed. 1918). The book discusses the history of the Hungarian Empire in public law and territorial context but the papers of Lóczy and Cholnoky provide comprehensive analyses on Hungarian geographical structures.

It was István Dékány who – first in the history of Hungarian geography – provided a detailed theoretical analysis on landscape theory as a fundamental question of Hungarian geographical science (Dékány, I. 1918) and the possible role of landscape factors in the process of development. Dékány studied landscape theory mostly on philosophical level and fully integrated international theoretical approaches and debates into his researches.

Between 1918–1920, Hungarian geography played an important role in the scientific efforts for maintaining Hungary’s territorial integrity. Pál Teleki and Lajos Lóczy as the chairmen of the Association for the Defence of Hungary’s Territorial Integrity participated directly in political struggles.

6 The trends during the 1920–1944

Following the lost World War in 1918 Hungarian landscape geography had to face several basic questions:

- If the coincidence and unity of the Carpathian Basin and historic Hungarian state is eliminated, how should the natural macro-, medium- and micro-landscapes be delimited within the new state borders?
- If the country is not any more a natural geographic unit, whether it is possible to apprehend or interpret the internal territories in their natural and landscape quality?
- In which form natural geographic landscapes can exist within an artificial, political creation?
- Is it necessary or at all possible to create a new natural geographic landscape delimitation adapted to the new state borders, i.e. – this was the standpoint of the majority – should geography rather research, elaborate, analyse the historic Hungary instead of the new state created by the Peace Treaty of Trianon?

After the Trianon Peace Treaty – partly the sharp debates during the Peace Treaty’s scientific preparation resulted a theoretical and partially institutional crisis in Hungarian geographic science. Some social geographers were on the opinion that they had no opportunity – within the framework of the Hungarian Geographic
Society – to carry out their researches in social geography and ‘Földrajzi Közlemények’ is not a real forum for the publication of their papers in social geography. For this reason they founded a Human Geography section within the Hungarian Ethnographic Society and published a journal in Szeged titled ‘Föld és Ember’ (Earth and Man) with the purpose of introducing social geography as a science in Hungary.

Between World War I and II the most important landscape researches were attached to university departments and senior professors, thus we are providing a brief summary of results following this structure.

6.1 Pál Teleki and his school of landscape geography

At the end of the 1920’s Teleki interrupted the development of his political career (he was a minister, and later on prime minister for a short time), and became a professor at the Department of Economic and Political Geography at the newly opened Faculty of Economics of Budapest University.

Teleki pronounced his landscape administrative approach during his lecturing tour in the United States in 1921, and applied the most important theses of his theory – following its disintegration – to the historical Hungary (Figure 7). Teleki believed that the ethnical principle is very important as regards the territorial structures, yet its exclusive consideration could lead to similar mistakes as any exclusiveness. The negligence of the traditions, the natural geographic and economic features and other interests will have extremely negative consequences in Europe.

If the Hungarian public administrative units established were based merely on the aspect of national majorities, a large public administrative unit should have been established in the central part of the country, with a population of 8.8 million. At the peripheries there would be a mosaic-patterned system of administrative units with mixed or more or less homogenous population.

Public administration would have been unable to operate within such frameworks – based on a single principle. A rational public administrative system can only be established based on an approach, which considers both, the national principle and the system of natural landscapes. He considered in the course of the delimitation of natural landscapes the natural-, transport-, settlement and economic geographical elements and he attempted to identify manageable territorial units on the basis of complexity.

These manageable territorial units must be equipped with some improvement and development abilities. Telei believed that in this respect the French provided a
good example for the world, when the Clémentel, the minister for trade, attempted to integrate the 119 chamber units into only 19 larger territorial units and had the geographers prepare the territorial bases.

Figure 7

*Landscapes proposed for administrative division*

*Key:* 1 – County boundary; 2 – Country boundary; 3 – Divisible county boundary.
*Source:* Teleki, P. ed. 1921.

In the 1930’s Teleki returned to his earlier researches of landscape theory and Hungary’s geographical landscape structure. On the basis of empirical researches he defined the borders of the world’s macro landscape chambers (six in total). Europe was on of the six chambers by his division. Within Europe, teleki turned his attention towards the definition of great power landscapes. According to his definitions, the Hungarian Basin was one of the great power states of Europe (*Teleki, P. n.d. 1934*).

Landscape theory and natural landscape were filled with political content at that time: the propagation of the coincidence of Hungary’s territory before Trianon
with the Carpathian Basin served as a basis for the state border revision policy of Hungarian geographic science.

Teleki’s research of the Hungarian Plain was an experiment towards the definition of the Plain as a landscape but it was very important from the point of scientific theory (Figure 8). Teleki was well aware of the fact that a one-sided definition of a geographical macro landscape would imply serious theoretical and practical problems. Although during the territorial definition of a landscape he took nature geographical, historical, settlement geographical, ethnic and economic factors into account, but he considered its orographical character the most definitive geographical feature of the Hungarian Plain.

Figure 8

The Great Plain as landscape

Key: 1 – Orographical boundary; 2 – 600 mm isohyet; 3 – 22 °C isotherma; 4 – boundary of hamlets area; 5 – Boundary of Turkish occupation; 6 – boundary of absolute majority of Magyars; 7 – Boundary of black soil; 8 – Boundary of brown soil.

Source: Teleki, P. ed. 1936.
Applying the results of his research on the area of historical Hungary (the territory of Hungary before Trianon) (Figure 9) Teleki declared that even geographical macro regions cannot be outlined by a single line as between macro regions always there lies a kind of transitional zone. The separation of macro regions has usually transitional character, thus marking a single border line always implies over-simplifications and deformations.

Figure 9

Landscape structure of historical Hungary

Source: Teleki, P. ed. 1936.

Teleki opened a separate study field in its macro regional researches by comparing the economic intensification of landscapes with population density. He calculated the economic performance of macro landscapes on the basis of differences in population density indicators.

Korpás, E. was on the opinion, that at first not the complex macro landscapes but ‘sectoral landscapes’ should be explored on the area of historical Hungary and after Hungarian geographical science has explored all sectoral landscape structures, will come the time for the definition of the border of complex landscapes (by
a border averaging method). His definition of ‘settlement landscapes’ was an experiment even for himself (Figure 10).

Figure 10

Settlement landscapes of historical Hungary

Key: 1 – Boundary of settlements landscapes; 2 – Uncertain boundary.
Source: Korpás, E. ed. 1934.

At the beginning of the 1930’s politics again raised the issue of public administrative reforms. Teleki sent one of the disciples – Gyula Hantos – for one year to Paris in order to study the French geography. Hantos first established „the diagnosis on the illness of Hungarian public administration” and than formulated the draft of the spatial reform of regional public administration.

Pál Teleki – as the minister of religion and public education – set up in October 1938 the ‘Landscape and Nation Research Centre’. The Centre was to co-ordinate and harmonise the geographic, ethnological and public administrative landscape research. The centre proclaimed as its preliminary target to involve students and young researchers in the landscape research.

His planned and partially completed researches served for practical purposes as well. The researches on the Hungarian Plain may be considered as the first investi-
gationsserving for systematical regional development objectives in Hungary. Researches on other landscapes of Hungary served for the preparation of public administration reform. The young researchers of the centre facilitated in November 1938 a landscape research exhibition, which caught in the crossfire of debates. Nobody doubted the authenticity of the data on the maps in the exhibition yet the outcomes shocked the representatives of both the large agriculture and the financial sphere. Teleki had the exhibition shut down earlier than the planned and in a ministerial decree he dissolved the centre in December of 1938.

The short existence and destiny of the centre made clear for the researchers and for concerned proprietary circles that the spatial division of property structure within the country is unbelievably unhealthy. The majority of property is owned by a small layer and is located extremely concentrated.

Ferenc Fodor introduced a special landscape theory between the two world wars. In the 1920’s he had important role in the foundation of the concept and theory of economic and political landscape.

Fodor was rather a colleague than a student of Teleki. In 1926 he proclaimed that the ‘Carpathian Basin’ itself was merely a natural formation but it was the Hungarians who after their settlement in 896 had transformed it into a home country and named as Hungarian basin.

In the 1930’s because of his family tragedies and illness he turned towards religion. He believed that landscape was a collective creation of man and God. God created the nature geographical conditions and it was man’s duty to develop the further. (He wrote his thesis after the Second World War titled ‘The Geography of Hungarian Existence’ summarizing all of his activities. It is one of the most exciting political geographical essays of the Hungarian geographic science from several aspects, but at the same time it is also the most problematic one.)

6.2 Jenő Cholnoky

At the start of the period Cholnoky had a key position in Hungarian geographic science. It was because of his earlier scientific activities and his friendship with Teleki.

Between the two world wars Cholnoky achieved original and important results in morphological researches. His activity in landscape geography was manifested in descriptive geography and partly in scientific knowledge dissemination.

From the 1920’s Cholnoky regarded the territorial integration of the Hungarian Basin with the territory of historic Hungary as an evidence and in all of his works he referred to this historical territory of state (Choloky, J. 1926).
In the 1930’s Cholnoky in his summarizing works (Cholnoky, J. n.d.) preferred synthesis to analytical researches. He divided the area of historic Hungary into landscapes on genetical basis and analysed the landscapes’ special features as well.

In 1940 Cholnoky retired and founded two departments of geography from the one he had headed. He left the department of nature geography for Béla Bulla, and the department of human geography for Tibor Mendöl.

6.3 Gyula Prinz’s activity in landscape geography

After the World War, Prinz treated the issue of public administration with a different approach from the other geographers. The essential difference was that according to Prinz only the existing state territory can be divided into public administrative units. The public administrative organisation of space may only elaborate real spaces but no historical ideals.

Prinz aimed preliminarily at dividing the public administration of the county level into „transportation landscapes”, in reality into isochronous units. Based on the above principles he elaborated the possible spatial organisational foundation of the regional system. In his belief the regional public administrative division has no justification in the new, small Hungary, yet if politics for some reasons considers such division necessary there shall be an available draft to decide on.

Prinz joined repeatedly the debates on Hungarian public administration. He elaborated the geographical methodology of administrative space organisation and he aimed at basing both the district and the county system besides the transportation landscapes on the hierarchic system of complex geographical landscapes.

In the 1930’s Prinz joined the opinion of the majority of Hungarian geographers stating that Hungarian geographic science should carry out researches within the territorial structure of historic Hungary and the results should also be relevant to this geographic area. The only acceptable for him scientific and objective division of the macro landscapes of Hungary (Figure 11) was rather refused than approved by the Hungarian scientific and political elite.

6.4. Károly Kogutowicz

Károly Kogutowicz, a university professor born in a cartographic dynasty, founded a geographical department in Szeged dealing mostly with human geography in the early 1920’s. The department considered the research of the features and conditions of Hungary’s human geography and the writing of a series on Hungary’s macro landscapes its primary task.
The first modern Hungarian geographical lexicon was published as a result of Kogutowicz's work (Bátky, Zs.–Kogutowicz, K. 1925) including partly concepts, partly statistical materials. The notion of landscape in the lexicon was defined as 'a natural territory of physical land surface' and the lexicon did not have the heading of Carpathian Basin.

In 1930 Kogutowicz started his landscape geographic series presenting Hungary. Already at the start he found contradictions in the definition and naming of the geographic space. He was going to assess and describe the macro landscape of the 'Hungarian Basin' surrounded by the Carpathians (which notion had several alternative namings in Hungarian geographic literature).

Kogutowicz described 'landscape as an independent organisation' having its own past, present and future. He defined his primary research objectives as 'to recognize and describe different natural landscapes'.

He was the most conscious and definite of all his contemporary fellow researchers in the belief that human activity is a very important factor in landscape formation process.
His two published books on landscape geography (Kogutowicz, K. 1930, 1936) provided new basis for the approach to landscape but its reception by the general public (partly because of personal conflicts) was not unanimously positive.

A map for grammar schools published by Kogutowicz in 1940 neither used the name of Carpathian Basin on the maps of Europe, but rather the name of Hungarian Plain as an integrating spatial term for the territory surrounded by the Carpathians.

7 Territorial growth and its consequences on landscape geography (1938–1945)

Between 1938–1941 Hungary’s borders were in a constant change and new territorial structures were shaping up. The majority of actors considered this period as a success of territorial revision and themselves as winners of history. Many of the contemporary geographers and politicians considered as an evidence that not only the territory of Hungary had grown bigger but it was turning into an empire again and would turn into the leading power of the region, just like it was in the age of King Stephen I (In fact Hungary became more and more subordinated to Germany’s power and political influence).

The growth in the country’s size after 1938 created new problems in the fields of public administration, landscape organization and the definition of landscapes within the territory of the changed borders. Both the earlier division of landscapes and the system of landscapes originating from new scientific theories had to be reshaped again.

During the definition of ‘agricultural landscapes’ (Figure 12) both researchers and the Central Statistical Office had to face a modified structure and features of the internal spatial system.

In 1939 András Rónai published his map on the population landscapes of the Carpathian Basin. This work was preceeded by a study on the mixture of nationalities in the Carpathian Basin (Figure 13).

The Department of Landscape and Nation Research at the State Science Institute headed by András Rónai called for a competition for young researchers in the field of landscape research, it published a series under the title ‘Hungarian Landscape and National Knowledge’ with remarkable analyses.

For the state borders of 1940 Péter Elek, one of Teleki’s students, applied Teleki’s landscape administrative theory that Teleki had created in year 1921. The definition of macro, medium and small landscape system (Figure 14) served for the introduction of public administrative reforms.
Elek was on the opinion that the administrative territorial division should be applied for landscape systems and landscape centres.

László Kádár, another student of Teleki, had different approach to this problem. He was on the opinion that Hungarians, living on the landscape, had already ‘discovered’ and defined it. The primary task of geographic science is to discover the landscapes having been identified by the Hungarian nation with their internal logical system and messages. The map prepared by Kádár (Figure 15) was equally valuable for macro, medium and small landscape research and even had some surprises for them. The landscapes marked by the Hungarian nation were based on historical, ethnographic and geographical elements.

The country’s size increase was full of new challenges and demands for cartography. In 1941 the Hungarian Cartographic Institute prepared and published (Figure 16) a collection of ‘rural landscape’ names and territorial definitions of the ‘Central Danubian Basin’ (with a precise list of ‘rural landscape’ names used on the territory of historic Hungary). The compilation of names involved some compromises as they declared ‘the names of the rural landscapes in Hungary were given by the locals and by science not only in the territory of Hungary before World War I but also beyond its borders when those territories belonged to us’.
Figure 13

Nationality Regions of the Carpathian Basin

Source: Rónai, a. ed. 1939.
Key: 1 – City of Pozsony, and environs; 2 – Environs of Nyitra; 3 – For the greatest part pure Slovakian area; 4 – Area of mixed German-Slovakian population; 5 – Slovakian-Hungarian-German islets in the great Slovakian linguistic area; 6 – Polish wedge intruding into the Slovakian linguistic area; 7 – Area of Hungarian-Slovakian linguistic frontier; 8 – Area of Hungarian-Slovakian-German population of Szepes and Sáros; 9 – Area of mixed Slovakian-Hungarian-German population; 10 – For the greatest part pure Ruthenian areas; 11 – Area of mixed Hungarian-Ruthenian population; 12 – Area of mixed Ruthenian-Hungarian-German population of South Máramaros; 13 – Linguistic area of Roumanians immigrated from Moldova; 14 – Area of mixed Hungarian-Roumanian of the Szilágyság; 15 – Area of mixed Hungarian-Roumanian population of Beszterce; 16 – Hungarian-Roumanian-Slovakian area of the Réz Mountains; 17 – Zone of Hungarians-Roumanians linguistic frontier; 18 – Roumanian block of environs of Bihar; 19 – Hungarian-Roumanian mining district; 20 – Mixed Hungarian-Roumanian area of the Transylvanian Basin; 21 – Pure Hungarian block of the Székelyföld; 22 – Hungarian-Roumanian environs of the Bass Tölgyes; 23 – Land of Saxons. Today German-Hungarian-Roumanian area; 24 – Roumanian area of Szeben and Fogaras; 25 – Valley of the middle course of the Maros of Hungarian-Roumanian-German population; 26 – Hungarian-Roumanian mining district of Vajdahunyad and Petrozsény; 27 – Roumanian area of Krasso-Szörendy-Hunyad; 28 – Banate. Newly settled mixed German-Hungarian-Roumanian-Servian area; 29 – German-Hungarian-Servian area of Torontál; 30 – Servian territory along the Save; 31 – German-Hungarian-Croatian-Servian territory of the Szerémség; 32 – German-Hungarian-Slovakian-Servian area of South-Bácska; 33 – Hungarian-German-Bunyevác area of north-Bácska; 34 – Corner of the Danube and the Orave. Hungarian-German-Servian area; 35 – Hungarian-German area of Baranya-Tolna; 36 – Hungarian-Croatian-Servian area of Slavónia; 37 – Croatian area of the river-side of the Save. 38. Pure Croatian area. 39. Area of mixed Croatian and Servian population; 40 – For the greatest part pure Servian areas of Croatia; 41 – Fiume. Italian-Hungarian-Croatian population; 42 – Area of the Vends; 43 – West Hungary. German-Croatian-Hungarian population; 44 – German-Hungarian islets of the mountain regions Bakony and Vértes; 45 – Islets of German-Hungarian-Slovakian population; 46 – Slovakian-Hungarian islets of the territories of the Tisza; 47 – The compact great Hungarian linguistic area.
Figure 14

*Landscapes proposed for administrative division*

Key: 1 – Macro-landscape boundary; 2 – Medium-landscape boundary; 3 – Micro-landscape boundary; 4 – Macro-landscape centre; 5 – Medium-landscape centre.

Source: Elek, P. ed. 1940.
Figure 15

*Historical-ethnographical landscapes of historical Hungary*  
(Kádár, L. ed. 1941)
Figure 16

Names and territories of landscapes of historical Hungary, 1941

Key: 1 – Boundary of great landscapes; 2 – Boundary of middle landscapes; 3 – Boundary of small landscapes.
Source: M. Kir. Honvéd Térképszeti Intézet, 1941.
Tibor Baráth, the historian but having comprehensive geographical knowledge as well, in his ‘state philosophical’, state historical and geo-philosophical’ essay used the Carpathian Basin name even in the title, and in his historical retrospective view he defined the old country building processes as Hungarians – in his opinion – since its first moment had already been aware of the integrative force of the macro space.

The summary titled ‘Fine Hungarian Landscapes’ was partly scientific, partly science disseminating (Gaál, I. 1944). The book had very important role in providing information on the area of the new parts of Hungary.

8 Problems of landscape research between 1945–1948

When Hungary lost the Second World War, Hungarian geographical science could do nothing but to harmonize its theories with the changed political environment and expectations.

Even under the new circumstances the category of landscape was carrying new political messages. In 1946, in the three-volumed Danube landscape monography the Carpathian Basin was recognized as a new special spatial formation in the neighbourhood of river Danube. According to contemporary interpretations, the Danube environment was referred to as the Carpathian Basin and its neighbourhood consisting of member countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Romania). This macro region’s primary mission was to promote the peaceful coexistence of these different nations (Radisics, E. ed. 1946).

The definition of ‘Danube Landscape’ was itself a political action, as this kind of interpretation treated countries as a kind of topographic and partly a functional spatial community. The territories having been occupied by the Germans in the Second World War were excluded from this spatial community.

The professors of the two geographical departments of Budapest University published their monography under the title ‘The Geography of the Carpathian Basin’ in 1947 (Bulla, B.–Mendöl, T. 1947). The authors – in the new political milieu – were forced to give an explanation; ‘The territory of our state has different parts of natural landscape, its borders integrate not full landscapes but their fragments into a political unit… The Carpathian Basin is the smallest natural unit where the territory of the Hungarian state shared with other states can fit the best’. (Bulla, B.–Mendöl, T. 1947, p. VI.)

When the geography of the Carpathian Basin was written the description of both the natural and the ‘artificial’ landscapes was primarily based on macro landscapes. The description of middle or small landscapes was only in a few cases in
the monograph. Although the role of natural geography was still dominating in the book, but in several areas, the role of society in the formation of spatial processes and structures was also emphasized.

An interesting feature of the book, that it shows the Carpathian Basin in several variations of territorial definition and sizes.

9 Summary

In the modern Hungarian geographic science evolving since the 1860’s the analysis of the country – because of the special historical development – played a significant role. At the beginning the analysis based on administrative units was dominant later, during the investigation of natural geographic structures the natural large landscapes and finally the medium size landscapes appeared too. One of the dominant features of Hungarian landscape geography is that it nearly has always neglected the investigation of micro landscapes.

The theoretic aspects of landscape appeared in a wider scale in Hungarian geographic science since the 1910’s as a result of German and partially French and English influence. The landscape theory was bound with the conceptual redefinition of geographic science, i.e. after the centenary the majority of leading Hungarian geographers defined the geographic science as landscape geography.

Having overviewed an interesting period of Hungarian landscape geography we can conclude that at the beginning geography applied the non-differentiated term of landscape of the public jargon and public thinking. Later, as a result of the developments in the international geographic science, the category of landscape was filled with geographic scientific content. Landscape was first applied as a natural geographic category, later – partly due to the impacts of the French human geography and partially as a result of the losses after the World War I. – it was filled with political, public administrative content.

Following the World War I. the approach more and more succeeded that geographic science should not follow the political and public administrative system but the public administrative system shall be adapted to the objective spatial categories, natural life units, landscapes and the hierarchy of landscapes of geography.

During the period between the two World Wars the approach (which existed at earlier times too) was developed, according to which the country is a physical and natural unit while the state is a space shaped by the actual international power relations. Therefore the preliminary task of geographic science is to investigate the natural – physical space, former territory of Hungary.
Between 1945–1948 there were chances for the complex geographical research of the Carpathian Basin (i.e. to maintain the ideology of the period between the two world wars. The most comprehensive Hungarian language overview on the region was published at this time.

After the communists’ coming on power in 1948, natural and landscape geography researches were “limited to” the territories within state borders. Ruling politicians made clear for geographers that the areas marked as natural geographic units cannot disregard state borders. Thus, the answer for a scientific question turned to be a political one. Thus year 1948 started a new period both in political and scientific sense. In 1949 the activity of the Hungarian Geographic Society was banned by politicians which may be explained by its political and partly its scientific role in the period between the two world wars.
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